
Convergence Rates of Perturbed Attracting Sets withVanishing PerturbationLars Gr�uneFachbereich MathematikJ.W. Goethe-Universit�atPostfach 11193260054 Frankfurt a.M., Germanygruene@math.uni-frankfurt.deNovember 9, 1999Abstract: We investigate the rate of convergence and the rate of attraction of perturbed attractingsets as the perturbation tends to zero. The perturbation model under consideration is a controlsystem which contains the unperturbed system as zero dynamics. Necessary and su�cient con-ditions for certain rates of convergence are derived. Several applications especially to numericalapproximations are given and a number of examples illustrates the results.AMS Classi�cation: 34E10, 34D45, 93C95, 34A50Keywords: Attracting Sets, Perturbations, Rate of Convergence, Numerical Approxima-tion1 IntroductionIn the analysis of complex dynamic behaviour attracting sets form a fundamental concept.In many cases, all complicated dynamical behaviour appears inside attracting sets, like e.g.under suitable conditions all instable manifolds are contained inside the global attractorbeing just one special attracting set, cf. [7].Therefore, the behaviour of attracting sets (or|more speci�cally|attractors) under per-turbation has attracted notable attention during the last years, e.g. in the context ofnumerical approximation [10, 11, 2], control theory [6, 1], random dynamical systems [8],and di�erential inclusions [9]. Essentially, in all these works (semi-)continuity propertiesof (more or less speci�c) attracting sets are derived. For exponentially attracting sets, alsothe rate of convergence for vanishing perturbation is investigated in [11, 2].In the present paper we are going to begin an analysis of the rate of convergence for attract-ing sets with arbitrary rate of attraction. The setup used here is a family of deterministictime varying perturbations of the given vector�eld which can be interpreted as a controlsystem for which the original system is just the uncontrolled equation. This setup allows1



2 LARS GR�UNEthe de�nition of strongly attracting sets which|if existing|always contain an attractingset of the unperturbed system. As we will see, this setup ensures convergence of thesesets without additional conditions on the attracting set. Furthermore it allows a numberof implications to more speci�cally perturbed systems, like e.g. several types of numericalapproximations.The question under consideration is the following: Assume that the perturbation, measurede.g. by some real parameter �, tends to 0. Then, how fast do the corresponding stronglyattracting sets converge to an attracting set of the unperturbed system? Already simpleexamples show that this question cannot be answered in general, but that the answerstrongly depends on properties of the unperturbed attracting set.Here we introduce two conditions on the rate of attraction of attracting sets. The �rst is acondition on the contractivity of a suitable family of neighbourhoods of the attracting set,and will turn out to be equivalent to a related rate of convergence of the perturbed attract-ing sets as the perturbation vanishes. The second condition is on the rate of attractionof the attracted set. This condition is equivalent to a related rate of convergence of theperturbed attracted sets plus the persistence of the rate of attraction under perturbation,i.e. the perturbed attracting sets attract with the same rate as the unperturbed.These conditions which can be seen as a generalization of the well known exponential at-traction property can be regarded as one of the main contributions of the present paper.The fact that they are equivalent to certain convergence and attraction rates of the per-turbed attracting sets indicates that these are exactly the right conditions for the givensetup.The results allow numerous applications, some of them will be discussed in this paper. Forinstance they allows estimates for the (semicontinuous) discretization error for one-stepdiscretization of arbitrary attracting sets; in fact some results from [11] are improved evenin the exponential case.This paper is organized as follows: After de�ning the general setup in Section 2, we brieydiscuss the behaviour of absorbing sets under perturbation in Section 3. In Section 4 and5 we introduce the mentioned conditions and prove the equivalence results. Section 6 givesslightly simpli�ed conditions, and Section 7 discusses the special case of exponentiallyattracting sets. In Section 8 we present a number of applications, and in Section 9 weprovide a number of illustrative examples.2 Setup and De�nitionsWe consider the ordinary di�erential equation_x(t) = f(x(t)) (2.1)in Rn, and assume that f is globally Lipschitz with constantL. (Since we are only interestedin the behaviour on compact subsets this is no real restriction.) We denote the solution by'0(t; x), and for subsets B � Rn we set �0(t; B) := Sx2Bf�0(t; x)g.In order to measure distances between sets we make use of the following functions.



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 3De�nition 2.1 Let C; D � Rn be compact sets. We de�ne the nonsymmetric Hausdor�distance by dist(C;D) := maxx2C miny2D d(x; y);the Hausdor� metric bydH(C;D) := maxfdist(C;D); dist(D;C)g;and, if C � D, we de�ne the minimal distance dmin bydmin(C;D) := infx62Dminy2C d(x; y):Remark 2.2 Observe that for dist the following triangle inequalitydist(C;D)� dist(C;E)+ dist(E;D) (2.2)holds for all compact sets C; D; E � Rn.Now we de�ne the meaning of an attracting set. Recall that a set B � Rn is called forwardinvariant if �0(t; B) � B for all t � 0.De�nition 2.3 Consider two compact forward invariant sets A; B � Rn with A � intB.We call A attracting with attracted neighbourhood B, ifdist(�0(t; B); A)! 0as t!1.We call A absorbing with absorbed neighbourhood B, if there exists T > 0 with�0(T;B) � ARemark 2.4 Note that these are local de�nitions, in the sense that we require the attract-ing and absorbing property only in a neighbourhood of A.Under our assumptions this de�nition of an attracting set is equivalent to the uniformasymptotic stability property as de�ned in [11, De�nition 2.7.3]. It is slightly weaker thanthe notion of an attractor since no backward invariance of A is assumed here, see [11,Theorem 2.7.4] for the precise relation.Associated to (2.1) we consider the family of perturbed systems_x(t) = f(x(t)) + �w(t) (2.3�)for some real parameter � � 0 with w(�) 2 W := fw : R! [�1; 1]n;measurableg. Thesystems (2.3�) can be interpreted as a family of control system with the original system as



4 LARS GR�UNEuncontrolled dynamics. We denote the solutions by '�(t; x; w), for x 2 Rn we abbreviate��(t; x) := Sw2Wf'�(t; x; w)g, and for B � Rn we write ��(t; B) := Sx2B ��(t; x).Note that the implication B � C ) ��(t; B) � ��(t; C) (2.4)is immediate for all t � 0.De�nition 2.5 Fix some � > 0. For the perturbed system (2.3�) we call a set A� � Rn�-strongly forward invariant if ��(t; A�) � A� for all t � 0.Observe that by de�nition of �� any �-strongly forward invariant set also is an �0-stronglyforward invariant set for each �0 2 [0; �).De�nition 2.6 Consider two compact �-strongly forward invariant sets A; B � Rn withA � intB.We call A �-strongly attracting with �-strongly attracted neighbourhood B, ifdist(��(t; B); A)! 0as t!1.We call A �-strongly absorbing with �-strongly absorbed neighbourhood B, if there existsT > 0 with ��(T;B) � ARemark 2.7 If A attracts a compact neighbourhood B which is not �-strongly forwardinvariant, then it also attracts its compact neighbourhood ~B := St�0��(t; B) which is �-strongly forward invariant. Thus forward invariance of B can be assumed without loss ofgenerality.Observe that these De�nitions for � = 0 coincide with the corresponding De�nitions forthe unperturbed system. Keeping this in mind we will now introduce further concepts forboth the unperturbed and the perturbed system by de�ning them for � � 0.De�nition 2.8 Let � � 0. Consider two compact �-strongly forward invariant setsA; B � Rn with A � intB, where A is �-strongly attracting with attracted neighbour-hood BA family of compact, �-strongly forward invariant sets B#, # 2 R+0 , which depend continu-ously (w.r. to the Hausdor� metric dH) on # and satisfy B0 = B is called an �-contractingfamily of neighbourhoods if there exist T > 0 with(i) A = T#2R+0 B#



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 5(ii) B#0 � B# for all #; #0 2 R+0 , #0 � #(iii) ��(T;B#) � B#+T for all # 2 R+0 .Remark 2.9 (i) Any �-strongly attracting set A with attracted neighbourhood B admitsan �-contracting family of neighbourhoods for arbitrary T > 0 given by B# = ��(#;B)[A,# 2 R+0 . Conversely, if A admits an �-contracting family of neighbourhoods it is easilyseen that it is attracting.(ii) Using a suitable parametrization an �-contracting family of neighbourhoods can also beconstructed from the sublevel sets of some Lyapunov function for the attracting set A.3 Absorbing Sets under PerturbationsWe start our analysis of the perturbation e�ects by considering the absorbing sets. Herethe situation is rather simple, however, for sake of completeness we like to include it.Theorem 3.1 Consider system (2.1) and the perturbed family of systems (2.3�). Let Abe a compact forward invariant set for system (2.1). Then A is an absorbing set for system(2.1) if and only if there exists an �0 > 0 such that A is an �-strongly absorbing set forsystem (2.3�) for each � 2 [0; �0].Proof: \(" follows immediately from the assumption. In order to see \)" let A bean absorbing set for system (2.1), and let B be its absorbed neighbourhood. Then thereexists T > 0 such that �0(T;B) � A. Since both A and �0(T;B) are compact thisimplies dmin(�0(T;B); A) =: " > 0. Hence for each � < "=(eLTT ) Lemma 10.1 implies��(T;B) � A, i.e. A is �-strongly absorbing.4 Attracting Sets under PerturbationsFor general attracting sets A of system (2.1) the situation is less simple. Here we cannotexpect that A also is an �-strongly attracting set for small � > 0. Instead, we can onlyensure the existence of �-strongly attracting sets A� which are close to A. In order toestimate how close they are we introduce a measure for the contractivity of an �-contractingfamily. Here we use a function  : R+0 ! R+0 satisfying the following conditions. is strictly increasing and continuous with (0) = 0 (4.1)for all s0; r > 0 there exist ~r; �r > 0 with ~r(s) � (rs) � �r(s) for all s 2 [0; s0] (4.2)Typical examples of  are (s) = s1=k or (s) = s1=k ln(1=s), where k 2 N. Using thisfunction  we can now de�ne the rate of attraction.



6 LARS GR�UNEDe�nition 4.1 Let  : R+0 ! R+0 satisfy (4.1){(4.2), and let � � 0. A �-contractingfamily B# for some �-strongly attracting set A is called contracting with contraction rate, if for some constant C > 0 with C(s) � s for all s 2 R+0 it satis�esdH(B#; A) � C(dmin(��(T;B#); B#)) for all # 2 R+0 :This de�nition requires that the rate of contraction of the sets B# can be estimated fromabove by the distance from the attracting set. Note that, although Remark 2.9(i) gives aconstructive existence result for �-contracting families of neighbourhoods, the neighbour-hoods obtained there via �� might not be suitable for our purpose, cp. Example 9.1, below.Obviously, only the values of  for small s are important in this de�nition.A short computation reveals that De�nition 4.1 implies (but is in general stronger than)dist(��(T;B#); A) � ~(dH(B#; A))with ~(s) = s � �1(s)=C. Note that if A is not absorbing this immediately implies~(s) > 0 for all s 2 [0; dH(B0; A)], hence (s) � s=C, i.e. the assumption in De�nition 4.1is automatically satis�ed.Now we can state our �rst theorem on the perturbation of attracting sets.Theorem 4.2 Consider system (2.1) and the perturbed family of systems (2.3�). Forsystem (2.1) consider compact and forward invariant sets A, B � Rn with A � intB. Let : R+0 ! R+0 satisfy (4.1){(4.2). Then the following properties are equivalent.(i) A admits a 0-contracting family of neighbourhoods B# with B0 = B and contractionrate .(ii) For suitable constants K;�� > 0 and all � 2 (0; ��] there exist �-strongly attractingsets A� of (2.3�) with attracted neighbourhood B and A � A� which satisfydH(A�; A) � K(�):Proof: (i) ) (ii): Let B# be the 0-contracting family of neighbourhoods which satis�esC(dmin(�0(T;B#); B#)) � dH(B#; A) for all i 2 N. We de�ne a new contracting familyof neighbourhoods ~B# by setting~B# := [t2[0;T ]��(#)(t; B#);where �(#) is chosen such that C(eLTT�(#)) = dH(B#; A). Observe that �(#) is mono-tone decreasing and continuous. The assumption on the B# and the choice of �(#) togetherwith Lemma 10.1 ensure ��(#)(T;B#) � B#, implying that each ~B# is �-strongly forward



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 7invariant for all � � �1(dH( ~B#; A)=2C)=eLTT . Furthermore, the 0-forward invariance ofB# and Lemma 10.1 imply dH( ~B#; A) � eLTT�(#) + dH(B#; A) � 2dH(B#; A). Since�0(2T; ~B#) = �0(T;�0(T; ~B#)| {z }�B# ) � �0(T;B#) � B#+T � ~B#+Tthese sets form a contracting family of neighbourhoods for A with contraction rate ,~T = 2T and ~C = 2C.Now choose �� > 0 with ~C(e2L ~T2 ~T��) � dH(B;A), and �x some � 2 (0; ��]. SincedH( ~B#; A) depends continuously on # and converges to 0 by the intermediate value theoremwe �nd #� > 0 with ~C(eL2~T2 ~T�) = dH( ~B#� ; A) and ~C(e2L ~T2 ~T�) � dH( ~B#� ; A) for all# 2 [0; #�].We claim that A� := ~B#�satis�es assertion (ii): From the choice of #� and (4.2) we know thatdH( ~B#� ; A) = ~C(e2L ~T2 ~T�) � K(�)for some suitable constant K > 0. Furthermore, by the construction of the ~B# and thechoice of #� each set ~B#, # 2 [0; #�] is �-strongly forward invariant.It remains to show that A� is �-strongly attracting with attracted neighbourhood B. Bythe choice of #� and the rate of contraction we know thatdmin(�0(2 ~T; ~B#); ~B#�) � eL2 ~T2 ~T� for all # 2 [0;1) (4.3)where #� = minf#+ ~T; #�g. Thus from Lemma 10.1 we obtain��(2 ~T; ~B#) � ~B#� for all # 2 [0;1):By induction this implies ��(2#�; B) � ~B#� = A�, thus A� is an �-strongly absorbing set,hence also an �-strongly attracting set.(ii) ) (i): We may assume A~� � A� for all 0 < ~� < � � ��, otherwise we may use thesets ~A� = T�2[�;��]A� , which are easily veri�ed as �-strongly attracting sets.We inductively construct a positive sequence �i, a nonnegative sequence #i, and a familyof sets B# by setting �0 = ��, B0 = B, #0 = 0, and, for i 2 N0#i+1 := minf# 2 [#i;1) j dH(��i(#� #i; B#i); A�i) � (�i)gB# := ��i(#� #i; B#i) [ A�i ; # 2 (#i; #i+1]�i+1 := �i2Since by attractivity dist(��i(t; B#i); A�i)! 0 as t!1 the time #i+1 exists for all i andthus we obtain �i ! 0 as i!1. This construction impliesdH(B#; A2�i) � (2�i) (4.4)



8 LARS GR�UNEfor each # 2 [#i;1) with i � 1.We claim that the B# form a 0-contracting neighbourhood for A and system (2.1) as de�nedin De�nition 2.8: In order to prove this �x some i 2 N0 and some # 2 (#i; #i+1]. Obviouslythe family B# is continuous w.r. to the Hausdor� metric. Then Property (i) follows fromthe inclusion A � A�i � B#, from dH(A�i ; A)! 0 as i!1, and from (4.4). Property (ii)follows since by construction B# is �i-strongly forward invariant, hence also �i=2-stronglyforward invariant, and Property (iii) follows directly from the construction.It remains to show the rate of contraction, which we will in fact show for arbitrary T > 0.By construction, each B#, # 2 (#i; #i+1] is �i-strongly forward invariant, thus by Corollary10.3 we know that there exists K1 > 0 such thatdmin(�0(T;B#); B#) � K1�i for all # 2 (#i; #i+1]: (4.5)On the other hand, by (4.4) and by assumption on the A� we know thatdH(B#; A) � dH(B#; A2�i)+dH(A2�i ; A) � (2�i)+K(2�i) for all # 2 (#i; #i+1] (4.6)and all i � 1 (i.e. �i 6= ��). If i = 0 by compactness of B0 there exist constants C1; C2 > 0,independent of # 2 [0; #1] withdH(B#; A) � C1 � C2(2�0): (4.7)Thus by (4.6), (4.7), and (4.2) there exists K2 � 0 such thatdH(B#; A) � K2(�i) for all i 2 N0 and all # 2 (#i; #i+1]: (4.8)Putting (4.5) and (4.8) together and once more using (4.2) we obtain(dmin(�0(T;B#); B#)) � (K1�i) � ~K1(�i) � ~K1K2dH(B#; A)i.e. the assertion.Remark 4.3 (i) Note that in fact we have proven the existence of absorbing sets A� forsystem (2.3�).(ii) If in the second part of the proof we �x some ~� 2 (0; ��) we can set �i+1 = (�i+ ~�)=2instead of �i+1 = �i=2, and obtain an �-contracting family of neighbourhoods for A~�. Thena straightforward modi�cation of the arguments shows that this family is contracting withrate  and constant C independent of ~�.5 Attraction Rates and PerturbationsThe contractivity condition from De�nition 4.1 for each su�ciently small � > 0 ensuresboth the existence of an attracting set for the perturbed system and the existence of anattracting neighbourhood with the same contraction rate, cf. Remark 4.3(ii).



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 9However, often one is also interested in the rate of attraction of the attracting set, i.e. givenan attracted neighbourhood B one would like to know how fast ��(t; B) converges to A�.The contractivity condition from De�nition 4.1 in general does not give any informationabout this rate. The following de�nition gives a stronger condition which can be used forthis purpose.De�nition 5.1 Let  : R+0 ! R+0 satisfy (4.1){(4.2), and let � � 0. An �-stronglyattracting set A is said to have attraction rate , if for some T > 0 it admits an �-contracting family of neighbourhoods B# which for some constant C > 0 satis�es De�nition4.1, and dH(B#; A) � C(dmin(B#+T ; B#)) for all # 2 R+0 with B#+T 6= A:This condition includes the contraction rate of De�nition 4.1, but is slightly stronger sinceit also gives information about the distance between the B#, i.e. we obtaindH(B#+kT ; A) � ~k(B#; A); (5.1)where ~(s) = s � �1(s)=C, and ~k denotes the k-fold concatenation of ~. In particularthis yields an explicit rate for the convergence BkT ! A as k !1.Similar to Theorem 4.2 we can now state a relation between the perturbed and the unper-turbed systems.Theorem 5.2 Consider system (2.1) and the perturbed family of systems (2.3�). Forsystem (2.1) consider compact and forward invariant sets A, B � Rn with A � intB. Let : R+0 ! R+0 satisfy (4.1){(4.2). Then the following properties are equivalent.(i) A is attracting with attracted neighbourhood B and attraction rate .(ii) For suitable constants K;�� > 0 and all � 2 (0; ��] there exist �-strongly attractingsets A� of (2.3�) with attracted neighbourhood B and A � A� which satisfydH(A�; A) � K(�)and are attracting with rate .The corresponding �-contracting families B�# realizing this rate can be chosen in sucha way that for each #0 > 0 there exists ~�(#0) > 0 withB�# = B ~�# for all # 2 [0; #0] and all � 2 (0; ~�(#0)]; (5.2)and that the time T in De�nition 2.8 and the constant C > 0 in De�nition 5.1 areindependent of �.



10 LARS GR�UNEProof: (i) ) (ii): Consider the 0-contracting family of neighbourhoods B# satisfyingDe�nition 5.1.Fixing some � 2 (0; ��] we proceed as in the �rst part of the proof of Theorem 4.2, de�nethe value #� and the set A� = ~B#� . Since De�nition 5.1 includes De�nition 4.1 we canagain conclude that A� is an �-strongly attracting set which has the desired distance fromA. In addition, the third inequality in Lemma 10.1 implies that passing from the B# tothe ~B# preserves the rate of attraction from De�nition 5.1 by suitably enlarging C > 0.It remains to show the rate of attraction for A�. We will accomplish this by constructinga suitable �-contracting family of neighbourhoods for �T = 2 ~T . Consider the family ofneighbourhoods given by B�# = ~B#=2 for # < 2#�, and B�# = ~B#� = A� for # � 2#�. Fromthe properties of the ~B# this family satis�es the inequalitydH(B�# ; A�) � dH(B�# ; A) � �C(dmin(B�#+ �T ; B�# ))for all # 2 R+0 with B�#+ �T 6= A�, and some suitable constant �C > 0. Furthermore,translating inequality (4.3) to the B�# yieldsdmin(�0( �T;B�# ); B�#+ �T ) � eL �T �T� for all # 2 [0;1):Thus by Lemma 10.1 we obtain the inclusion��( �T;B�# ) � B�#+ �T for all # 2 [0;1):Obviously, these families B�# satisfy (5.2), hence the assertion follows.(ii) ) (i): For each � 2 (0; ��] denote the �-contracting family of neighbourhoods by B�# .We set B# := B ~�(#)#for ~�(#) from (5.2). Note that for each #0 > 0 this impliesB# = B�# for all # 2 [0; #0] and all � 2 (0; ~�(#0)]: (5.3)Thus continuity of B# in # follows, and the properties A = T#2R+0 B# and B# � B#0for #0 � # are immediate from A� = T#2R+0 B�# , B�# � B�#0 for each � 2 (0; ��], anddH(A�; A)! 0 as �! 0.Furthermore, for any # > 0 (5.3) implies�0(T;B#) = �0(T;B�#) � ��(T;B�#) � B�#+T = B#+Tfor � 2 (0; ~�(#+ T )].In order to obtain the rate of attraction observe that B#+T 6= A implies B#+T 6= B#+T+t#for some su�ciently large t# > 0. Thus B�#+T 6= B�#+T+t# for all � 2 (0; ~�(#+T + t#)], andconsequently B�#+T 6= A�. Hence for all # 2 R+0 with B#+T 6= A and all � 2 (0; ~�(#+T+t#)]we have C(dmin(B#; B#+T )) = C(dmin(B�# ; B�#+T ))� dH(B�# ; A�)� dH(B�# ; A)�K(�)= dH(B#; A)�K(�)



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 11Thus, letting �! 0 the desired inequality follows.Remark 5.3 (i) Again we explicitely constructed absorbing sets for the perturbed system.This implies that for each �xed � we could indeed obtain arbitrary fast rates of convergenceby choosing the constant C > 0 or the time T > 0 su�ciently large. Thus the importantproperty in (ii) is the uniformity of C > 0 and T > 0 with respect to �.(ii) A particular (and rather natural) choice of A� would be the smallest �-strongly attract-ing set containing A (in a di�erential inclusion setting a similar object is considered in [9]under the name \inated attractor"). However, Example 9.3, below, shows that for thissmallest set the assertion of Theorem 5.2 might not be true.6 A simpli�ed criterionAn �-contracting family of neighbourhoods meeting the conditions in the De�nitions 4.1and 5.1 might be di�cult to construct. One reason for this is the continuity requirementfor the family B# in #. This requirement, however, is not really necessary. In this sectionwe indicate how such a continuous family can be constructed if we only have a discretefamily of neighbourhoods.Assume we are given a \discrete" �-contracting family of neighbourhoods, i.e. a countablesequence of sets ~Bi, i 2 N0, satisfying ~B0 = B, and(i) A = Ti2N0 ~Bi(ii) ~Bi+1 � ~Bi for all i 2 N0(iii) ��(T; ~Bi) � ~Bi+1 for all i 2 N0.If this family satis�esdH( ~Bi; A) � C(dmin(��(T; ~Bi); ~Bi)) for all i 2 N0 (6.1)or dH( ~Bi; A) � C(dmin( ~Bi+1; ~Bi)) for all i 2 N0; (6.2)respectively, then there also exists a �-contracting family of neighbourhoods satisfyingDe�nition 4.1 or 5.1, respectively.This holds, since the family ~Bi can always be extended to a continuous family B# dependingon # 2 R+0 . For this purpose we set~Bi+� := [t2[0;T ]��(t; fx 2 ~Bi j (1� �)d(x; @ ~Bi) � �d(x; ~Bi+1)g)for each � 2 [0; 1) and each i 2 N0 which gives a continuous family of �-strongly forwardinvariant sets with ~Bi = Bi for i 2 N0. If (6.2) holds we can inductively restrict these setsvia~Bi+� := fx 2 ~Bi+� jC(d(��(t; x); @ ~Bi�1+�)) � dH( ~Bi�1+�; A) for all t 2 [0; T ]g (6.3)



12 LARS GR�UNEfor � 2 [0; 1] and i = 1; 2; : : :. Here (6.2) and the forward invariance imply that the sets ~Bi,i 2 B0 remain unchanged, thus this family is well de�ned and continuity in � is ensured.In both cases we set B# := ~B#=2T ; if (6.2) holds the restriction (6.3) immediately impliesDe�nition 5.1.Furthermore ��(2T; ~Bk+�) � ��(2T; ~Bk) � ~Bk+2 � ~Bk+1+�holds for all k 2 N0 and all � 2 [0; 1], hence��(2T;B#) = ��(2T; ~B#=2T) � ~B#=2T+1 = B#+2TThus by using 2T instead of T we obtain property (iii) of De�nition 2.8 and|if (6.1)holds|the condition of De�nition 4.1.7 Exponentially Attracting SetsIn general the contraction or attraction properties in the De�nitions 4.1 and 5.1 (even inthe simpli�ed version from Section 6) might be di�cult to check. There exists, however, aspecial case allowing particularly nice estimates.De�nition 7.1 Let A be an �-strongly attracting set. We call A exponentially attracting,if there exist an attracted neighbourhood B and constants � � 1; � > 0 such that for eachx 2 B and each w 2 W the estimatedist('�(t; x; w); A)< �e��td(x;A)holds.Remark 7.2 Exponential attraction of an attracting set for the unperturbed system (2.1)is guaranteed e.g. if it is a compact hyperbolic set. See e.g. [2, Section 4] for a discussion ofthis fact in a discrete time setting (which applies here since we consider the time T -map).Exponential attraction has been investigated and used by a huge number of authors, seee.g. [2, Section 4], [11, Chapter 7], [3], [5], to mention just a few references. In the languageof De�nition 5.1 it translates into the following rate of attraction.Lemma 7.3 Let A be an �-strongly exponentially attracting set with attracted neigh-bourhood B. Then for each C 2 (�;1) there exists T > 0 such that A is attracting withattraction rate (s) = s and constant C. Conversely, if A is �-strongly attracting withattraction rate (s) = s and some constant C > 0 then it is exponentially attracting.Proof: Consider the balls B(�; A) := fx 2 Rd j d(x;A) � �g, and �x some �0 such thatB(�0; A) � B. Set T := � ln C��C�2� ; �(#) = �C � �C� � #T ;



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 13and B# := St�0��(t;B(�(#); A)).Then the family B# satis�esCdmin(B#; B#+T ) � C(�(#)� ��(#+ T )) = ��(#) � dH(B#; A)and from the exponential estimate we can concludedH(��(T;B#); A) � �(#+ T );hence the desired inclusion ��(T;B#) � B#+T :For the converse implication observe that the assumption immediately yieldsdist(��(kT; B#); A) � (1� 1=C)kdH(B#; A)which by Lemma 10.4 impliesdist(��(t; B#); A) � ~�e��tdH(B#; A)for suitable constants ~� � 1; � > 0 and all t � 0. Since furthermore the estimatedH(B#; A) � Cdmin(B#; B#+T ) � Cdmin(B#; A)holds by De�nition 5.1 this implies the exponential estimate for each x 2 B with � =C ~�.The following corollary is now an easy consequence of Lemma 7.3 and Theorem 5.2.Corollary 7.4 Consider system (2.1) and the perturbed family of systems (2.3�).For system (2.1) consider compact and forward invariant sets A, B � Rn with A � intB.Then the following properties are equivalent.(i) A is exponentially attracting with attracted neighbourhood B.(ii) For suitable constants K;�� > 0 and all � 2 (0; ��] there exist �-strongly expo-nentially attracting sets A� of (2.3�) with attracted neighbourhood B and A � A�which satisfy dH(A�; A) � K�The corresponding �-contracting families B�# realizing this exponential rate can bechosen in such a way that for each #0 > 0 there exists ~�(#0) > 0 withB�# = B ~�# for all # 2 [0; #0] and all � 2 (0; ~�(#0)];and that the time T in De�nition 2.8 is independent of �, furthermore also theconstants � and C from De�nition 7.1 are independent of �.



14 LARS GR�UNE8 ApplicationsIn this section we will give a few straightforward applications of the Theorems 4.2 and 5.2.The purpose is to illustrate possible applications rather than elaborating these as far aspossible. Stronger results might be possible but are beyond the scope of this paper.8.1 Numerical Approximations by One-Step SchemesThe question of the behaviour of attracting sets under numerical discretization has �rstbeen investigated in [10], and then further elaborated by various authors, see [11] for acomprehensive description.Assume we are given a numerical one step scheme described by a family of continuousmaps Sh : Rn! Rn, h 2 (0; H ], satisfying the convergence propertykSh(t; x0)� '0(t; x0)k � C(t)hp for all t = hi; i 2 N (8.1)where C(t) is a constant independent of x0 and h. (In general such an estimate will onlybe valid as long as Sh(t; x0) and '0(t; x0) stay inside some compact subset of the statespace; here we assume it without loss of generality on the whole Rn since one could alwaysuse a suitable cuto� technique for the vector �eld leaving the dynamics unchanged in aneighbourhood of the compact attracting set A.)The precise relation between numerical one-step schemes and nonautonomous perturba-tions of system (2.1) is investigated e.g. in [4, 12]. For our purpose it is su�cient thatfrom Corollary 10.3 and (8.1) for each T > 0 we can conclude the existence of a constantM =M(T ) > 0 such that for each h 2 (0; H ] and each � �Mhp the inclusionSh(t; B) � ��(t; B) for all B � Rnfollows for all t = ih, i 2 N with t 2 [0; T ]. Thus any �-strongly attracting set for system(2.3�) with � � Mhp is an attracting set for the discrete time semidynamical systeminduced by Sh. This observation immediately implies the following Corollary of Theorem4.2 and Corollary 7.4.Corollary 8.1 Let Sh, h 2 [0; H ] be a family of numerical one-step approximations for sys-tem (2.1) satisfying (8.1). Let A be an attracting set for (2.1) which admits a 0-contractingfamily of neighbourhoods B# with B0 = B and contraction rate . Then there exists aconstant K > 0 such that for all h > 0 su�ciently small there exist attracting sets Ah forthe discrete time semidynamical systems induced by Sh with attracted neighbourhood B,A � Ah, and dH(Ah; A) � K(hp):If, in particular, A is exponentially attracting then the estimatedH(Ah; A) � Khpholds.



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 15Remark 8.2 In the case of exponential convergence this Corollary improves [11, Theorem7.6.4]. In the general case, estimates for the rate of convergence|to the best of the authorsknowledge|are not available at all in the literature.8.2 Iteration of perturbed time-� mapsOne way to approximate attractors A (i.e. attracting sets which are invariant) of system(2.1) is by iterating the time-� map �0(�; �), beginning with the attracted neighbourhoodB. Assuming De�nition 5.1 it immediately follows from (5.1) that for � = kT , k 2 N, theresulting sequence B0 = B, Bi+1 = �0(�; Bi) satis�esdH(Bi; A) � ~ki(dH(B0; A));where ~(s) = s� �1(s)=C, and ~k denotes the k-fold concatenation of ~.Any algorithmic implementation of this iteration, however, must use some discretizationof the state space in order to represent the sets Bi in a suitable data structure (see e.g. [2]for a discussion and implementation of a similar iteration). Denoting this representationby ~Bi this results in the iteration Bi+1 = �0(�; ~Bi).If we assume Bi � ~Bi and dH(Bi; ~Bi) � �i, then we can \embed" this sequence into thefollowing iteration �B0 = B; �Bi+1 = ��i(�; �Bi):Corollary 10.3 ensures the existence of a constant M > 0 such that for �i = M�i theinclusion ~Bi � �Bi holds for all i 2 N.The following proposition gives an estimate for dH( �Bi; A), and by the preceding discussionit can also be used for estimating dH( ~Bi; A). For simplicity of exposition here we assumethat ~ is monotone increasing (this is not in general guaranteed by the properties of  buta reasonable assumption, cp. the exponential case above).Corollary 8.3 Consider the system (2.1) and let A � Rn be a compact, forward invariantset which is attracting with attracted neighbourhood B and attraction rate . Let �i,i 2 N be a positive sequence with �i ! 0 as i ! 1. Consider the sequence of sets �Bi,i 2 N de�ned inductively by �B0 = B; �Bi+1 = ��i(�; �Bi);where � = kT for k 2 N and the time T from Theorem 5.2(ii). Assume �1 � �� fromTheorem 5.2(ii).Then there exists a constant K > 0 independent of the sequence �i, i � 1, such that theestimate dist( �Bi; A) � maxl2f0;:::;ig ~k(i�l)(K(�l)) (8.2)holds for all i 2 N0 and �0 = �1(dH(B;A)=K).In particular if K(�i) � ~k(K(�i�1)) for all i 2 N the estimatedist( �Bi; A) � ~ik(dH( �B0; A))



16 LARS GR�UNEholds, and if K(�i) � ~k(K(�i�1)) for all i 2 N the estimatedist( �Bi; A) � K(�i)is implied.Proof: Consider the contracting family of neighbourhoods B# of A, and recall theconstruction of the families B�# and the attracting sets A� in Theorem (5.2)(ii). Let K > 0be the constant from this Theorem.By the construction for each i 2 N0 there exists #i � 0 such that �Bi � B#i , where, fori � 1, either B#i = A�i or B#i = B#i�1+kT . Thus Theorem 5.2 together with (5.1) yieldsthe assertion.The two special cases immediately follow from the monotonicity of ~.Remark 8.4 (i) If we assume the set A to be an attractor (i.e. an invariant attractingset) we get the same estimates with the Hausdor� metric dH instead of the nonsymmetricdistance dist.(ii) The embedding of the ~Bi into the �Bi will in general not produce the best possibleconstants for this iteration. For a sharper evaluation of the constant K in estimate (8.2),the proof of Theorem 5.2 could be performed using the map ~��(�; �) := B(�i;�0(�; �)) insteadof ��(�; �). The asymptotic rate of convergence, however, cannot be improved.(iii) The similar estimate can be obtained if we consider an arbitrary Lipschitz map F (�)instead of the time-� map �0(�; �), and construct ~�� as in (ii).8.3 Control SetsIn mathematical control theory one basic property is controllability, i.e. the property thatfor each two points x, y in the state space there exists a controlled trajectory from x toy. In general, this will only be possible in certain subsets of the state space, the so calledcontrol sets , see [1] for a comprehensive exposition.One situation in which the existence of control sets can be shown is when the uncontrolledsystem exhibits an attractor on which it is chain recurrent. Under some conditions thenthere exists a control set around this attractor, cp. [1, Corollary 4.7.2]. This property maybe used e.g. in order to approximate this attractor numerically, see [6] or [1, Chapter 13and Appendix C].Using Theorem 4.2 we can give an estimate about the distance between the attractor andthe control set.Corollary 8.5 Let ~f (x; u), u 2 U� be a control system on Rn satisfyingk ~f(x; u)� f(x)k � C� for all x 2 Rn; u 2 U�



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 17for some C > 0 and all � 2 (0; ��] for some �� > 0. Let A be a connected attractingset for system (2.1) on which the system is chain recurrent and let ~f satisfy the condi-tions of [1, Corollary 4.7.2]. Assume furthermore that A admits a 0-contracting family ofneighbourhoods with contraction rate .Then there exists a constant K > 0 such that for all � > 0 su�ciently small there existsan (invariant) control set D� containing A and satisfyingdH(D�; A) � K(�):Proof: The existence of the control set D� follows from [1, Corollary 4.7.2].Under our assumption each C�-strongly attracting set for system (2.3�) is a stronglyattracting set for the control system given by ~f . Since in particular no controlled trajectorycan leave a strongly attracting set, the control set D� around A must be contained in thisset. Thus Theorem 4.2 implies the assertion.9 ExamplesIn this section we provide a number of examples illustrating the previous results.We start with a rather simple example which, however, shows that a suitable 0-contractingfamily of neighbourhoods has to be chosen with care.Example 9.1 Consider the di�erential equation in R2 given by_x1 = �2x1_x2 = �x2:The solution of this equation is given by'0(t; x) =  e�2tx1e�tx2 ! :Obviously, the set A = f0g is an exponentially attracting set; in particular the family ofneighbourhoods B# = B(e�#; f0g) satis�es De�nition 5.1 with T > 0 arbitrary, (s) = sand C = 1=(1� e�T ). Consequently, by Theorem 5.2 we expect the existence of a familyof �-stongly attracting sets A� converging linearly to A = f0g. It is easily veri�ed that thesets A� = f4x21 + x22 � �2g form such a family, in fact this is the smallest possible choiceof A�.Following Remark 2.9(i), a family ~B# can also be obtained by setting~B# := �(#;B(1; f0g)) = fx 2 R2 j e�4#x21 + e�2#x22 � 1g:This family, however, meets neither De�nition 4.1 nor De�nition 5.1 with (s) = s, sincedH( ~B#; A) = e�#; and dmin( ~B#; ~B#+T ) = e�2(#+T );



18 LARS GR�UNEthus dH( ~B#; A) = e#+2Tdmin( ~B#; ~B#+T ), and e#+2T !1 as #!1.Observe that this corresponds to the fact that the (minimal) �-strongly attracting sets A�in this example have minimal distance �=2 from A = f0g. If the ~B# met De�nition 4.1 theconstruction in the proof of Theorem 4.2 would yield sets A� with dmin(A�; A) � K�2 forsome constant K > 0 which is not possible.Summarizing, this example shows that the use of the ow �0 itself to generate the familyB# will in general not yield the desired properties|even in very simple exponentiallyattracting systems.With the second example we illustrate the results for slower than exponential attraction.Example 9.2 Consider the di�erential equation in R2 given by_x1 = x2 � x1kxk(kxk � 1)1+k_x2 = �x1 � x2kxk(kxk � 1)1+kfor some k 2 N.Denoting r(t) = kx(t)k� 1 a straightforward computation yields that any solution satis�esr(t) = r(0)kqktr(0)k + 1 ;i.e. in particular the set A = B(1; f0g) is an attracting set. A 0-contracting family for Awith T = 1 is given by B# = B(�(#) + 1; f0g) with�(#) = 1kpk# + 1 :Since �(#+1) = �(#)= kqk�(#)k + 1, and since by Taylor expansion one gets kqk�(#)k + 1 =1 + �(#)k +O(�(#)k+1) we obtain�(#)� �(#+ 1) = �(#) kqk�(#)k + 1� �(#)kqk�(#)k + 1 = �(#)k+1 +O(�(#)k+2);and consequently for some suitable constant C > 0 depending on k but not on #Cdmin(B#; B#+1)1=(k+1) = C(�(#+ 1)� �(#))1=(k+1) � �(t) = dH(B#; A):On the other hand, it is immediately seen that the boundary of the (smallest) �-stronglyattracting set A� containing A is given byx 2 R2 with (kxk � 1)1+k = �;hence A� = B(1 + �1=(k+1); f0g). Again we obtain the result expected from Theorem 5.2Observe that by minimality of the A� this also yields that the rate of attraction 1=(1+ k)is optimal, and that in this example the rate of attraction is immediately seen from thevector�eld.



CONVERGENCE RATES OF PERTURBED ATTRACTING SETS 19In the following example we illustrate the fact, that the assertion of Theorem 5.2 might bewrong if the A� are chosen as the smallest �-strongly attracting set.Example 9.3 Consider the di�erential equation in R1 given by_x = f(x); f(x) = ( �2k+1 � (x� 2k)221�k; x 2 [2k; 2k+1]; k 2Z2k+1 + (x� 2k)221�k; x 2 [�2k+1;�2k]; k 2ZA short computation reveals _x � �5x=3 for x � 0 and _x � �5x=3 for x � 0, hence A = f0gis an exponentially attracting set. Setting B# = [�2�#; 2�#] for # 2 R+0 we obtain a 0-contracting family of neighbourhoods for T = 1 with dH(B#; A) = 2�# = dmin(B#; B#+1).For any � > 0 we obtain the set A� = f��; �g as �-strongly attracting set, which has thesame rate of attraction as A for the unperturbed system. For � = 2�i, i 2 N the smallest �-strongly attracting set is A� = [��=2; �=2]. Here, however, we obtain the (local) estimatesf(x) + � � �(x � �=2)221�k for x � �, x close to �, and f(x) � � � (x � �=2)221�k forx � ��, x close to �.Thus for any set B = [��1; �2], �1; �2 > �=2, �1, �2 close to �=2, we obtaindmin(��(B); B) � mini=1;2T (�i � �=2)2 � TdH(B;A�)2;and consequently, here a rate of attraction  with (s) = s is impossible.10 Appendix: Relation between �0 and ��In this appendix we provide some technical but straightforward lemmas which allow us toestimate the di�erence between �0(t; B) and ��(t; B) from above and below. Furthermore,we state immediate consequences from Gronwall's Lemma on the continuity of ��.Lemma 10.1 For each two compact sets B � C � Rn and all t; � > 0 the inequalitiesdH(�0(t; B);��(t; B)) � eLtt�;dH(��(t; B);��(t; C)) � eLtdH(B;C)and dmin(��(t; B);��(t; C)) � e�Ltdmin(B;C)hold.Proof: Immediately from Gronwall's Lemma.Lemma 10.2 For each x0 2 Rn, each T > 0 and each x 2 Rn with kx � '0(T; x0)k ��=(L+ 1=T ) there exists w 2 W with '�(T; x0; w) = x.



20 LARS GR�UNEProof: Fix T , x0 and x as in the assumption and de�ne a function F : R�Rn! Rn byF (t; y) = f('0(t; x0))� f(y):Obviously kF (t; y)k � Lky� '0(t; x0)k, furthermore F is Lipschitz in y uniformly in t andcontinuous in t. Hence the time varying perturbed di�erential equation_y(t) = f(y) + F (t; y) + u(t) (10.1)has unique solutions on [0; T ] for any bounded and measurable function u : R ! Rn.For initial time t0 = 0 and initial value y0 we denote these by  (t; y0; u). Now denote�x := x� '0(T; x0) and consider u � �x=T . Then the solution of (10.1) satis�es (t; x0; u) = x0 + Z t0 f( (t; x0; u)) + F (t;  (t; x0; u)) + �x=Tdt= x0 + Z t0 f('0(t; x0)) + �x=Tdtfor each t 2 [0; T ]. On the other hand, consider the function g(t) := '0(t; x0) + t�x=T .This function satis�es g(t) = x0 + Z t0 f('0(t; x0)) + �x=Tdtthus we can conclude  (t; x0; u) = g(t), hence in particular  (T; x0; u) = x. Settingw(t) := (F (t;  (t; x0; u)) + �x=T )=� we obtain '�(t; x; w) =  (t; x0; u), i.e. the desiredsolution, and kw(t)k � (Lkt�x=Tk+ k�x=Tk � (L+ 1=T )k�xk)=�� 1implying w 2 W .Corollary 10.3 For each compact B � Rn and each T > 0 the inequalitydmin(�0(T;B);��(T;B)) � �=(1=T + L)holds.Proof: Immediately from Lemma 10.2.Lemma 10.4 Consider a compact A � Rn which is forward invariant for system (2.1) anda compact set B � A. Then for each T > 0 the estimatedist( [t2[0;T ]�0(t; B); A) � eLTdH(B;A)holds.Proof: Immediately from Gronwall's Lemma.
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